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SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

USD Mock Trial Team: The :Verdict
Is In: Best in. the West
Angus and McGreevy Take First Place in American
Bar Association Western Regional Championship
T

BY TOM TURNER

ast month, the USD Trial Team took
Lfirst place at the American Bar Association Western Regional Championship in
San Francisco. It was USD's first ever win
at an ABA event. The victory qualifies the
Trial Team for it's first invitation to the
ABA National Finals. They take place
March 17-18 in Dallas.
The team of Wendy Angus and Steve
McGreevy defeated the team from Loyola
Law School in the final of the three day
event, held February 10-12. That same
winning combination competes for the
ABA championship in Dallas.
· According to Trial Team Coach and
Lawyering Skills Competition Director
Professor Richard "Corky" Wharton,
Steve and Wendy, "prepared and dedicated themselves to the competition as
much as anyone. They endured hardships in the courtroom that 'would destroy other competitors." Luckily for the
team and for the law school, they survived.
Besides the thrill of victory, a first
place finish at this ABA event, coupled
with other recent successes, and the USD
Trial Team continues to impress those
inside and oustide the law school. In
fact, last April, the San Diego UnionTribune ran an article praising the team.
In that article, a professor from a Texas
law school was quoted as saying that the
USD Trial Team, "is a force to be reckoned with."
With-a roster consisting of only two
people back in 1987, our squad now has
18 me~.bers. The history of the Trial
Team is full of successes and victories.
They. have won the last two major tournaments they entered, including American Trial Lawyers Association Competition. Last year USD earned National
Championship honors by winning the
Tournament of Champions competition.
While students come and go, the one
constant throughout the lifetime of the
Trial Team is Professor Wharton. As the
coach, he assists the students throughout
the preparation phase of every tournament. That means reading all the problems, assisting with case work-ups, analyzing case construction, brainstorming
for themes and theories, working through
evidentiary issues, choosing the best com-

· binations for each competition and then
helping with the actual practice sessions.
The whole process generally takes 6-7
weeks from start to finish.
As for the actual mock trials themselves, Professor Wharton finds it difficult to watch his pupils perform. Like a
nervous parent, he gets very wrapped up
in the competition and says it' s often
easier to wait outside the courtroom.
Wharton stated that the main focus
for any event is preparation. "The best
competitors know it so well that it is not
conscious thought. Total preparation allows you to react to anything." If noth..:
ing else, a month of six day 3i. week, four
to five hour practice sessions will familiarize a person with the different angles
of a case.
·
How does a student get on the trial
team? There are actually a few roads
that lead to Rome. Second year students
compete in a closing argument competition during the fall. The 4-6 best competitors make theJeam. Third years who
have Evidence or Lawyering Skills I( ex-·
perience must compete in a trial competition in order to make the squad. And,
in some cases, exceptional Advanced
Trial Advocacy students make the team
after recommendation by the professor.
A frequently overlooked asset to the
trial team are the student witnesses.
Newer team members usually fill these
roles for the mock trials. And their testimony can end up as important as the
lawyer's work. Professor Wharton said
that the team emphasizes the direct examination, making the witness and not
the advocate the star of the show. Therefore, he chooses students to play witnesi:es as carefully as he does the
litigators.
For the law school as a whole, the ·
accomplishments of the trial team add to
USD's reputation as a top notch litigation educator. According to Professor
Wharton, not many schools offer their
students as many opportunities to learn
and perfect the.skill of lawyering as USD.
The availability of the Lawyering Skills
II and Advanced Trial Advocacy classes,
along with tlie various clinics and nationally recognized trial team and moot court
systems, makes the USD program enviable to say the least.

In The News -Honor Code. Progress continues on revision of honor code.
(Article on Page 2)

***

Mono Lake. Vice Chairman of State Water Resources Control Board discusses future of Mono Basin.
(Article on Page 2)

***

Belinda Rachman spends a weekend with
some judges, has informative discussions.
(Article on Page 5)

Bar Review: Emil and Stinky get down to
basics in their continuing quest for enlightenment
(Article on Page 7)

***

"The Return of The Menendi" begins.
Opinion piece by Kevin Kemper.
(Article on Page 1O)

-***

"Stupid Cop?" Policeman I Law Student
asks you to reconsider the job policemen
do.
(Article on Page 10)

Annual Women's Law Caucus Faculty Auction:

Professor Richard "Corky" Wharton performs his usual outstanding
job as auctioneer extraordinaire for Women's Law Caucus.

Moot Court Team Compete in Sports
Law Tourney in New Orleans

W:

BY TOM TuRNER

y do people travel all the way to
New Orleans during the middle
part of February? If you think
like most of the population of the United
States, you would answer Mardi Gras. If
you're Renae Adamson and Pete Salmon,
the answer is the Tulane National Sports
Law Competition. Coincidence? Let's consider the facts:
0 Twenty-eight moot court teams representing such law schools as Georgetown
University, New York University, Northwestern University, Florida State, Whittier .
and USC competed in the tournament.
0 Renae and Pete placed in the top
eight, earning Quarter-Finalists honors.
0 Renae and Pete gave up part of their
winter break to work on the com.petition
brief and then spent the first month of the
spring semester preparing oral arguments.
0 As members of the USD Moot Court
Board and based upon their participation in
last year's on-campus competitions, they
were one four teams chosen to compete on
a national level.
In examining the relevant evidence, an
argument could definitely be made that they
selected their competition in good faith.
After all, as one who's participated in Moot
Court before, I can tell you that it's no
holiday. Any competition, regardless of
time and place, requires enormous amounts
of time, patience, skill and nerve.
As with every task though, there should
be some element of reward. Maybe Renae
put it best when she said, "Although Na-

tional Team is a lot of work, doing the
competition and meeting people from other
schools was well worth the_effort."
But what's the real deal with the fact
that Tulane held the competition during
Mardi Gras? Did the tournament organizers purposely schedule the event during February to attract more teams? Wouldn't the

Pele Salmon
Mardi Gras festivities distract competitors?

I ppsed the latter question to Pete Salmon.

"It wasn't a problem until I couldn't untie
my own shoes," he answered. Then again,
there's something to be -said for strength
during times of adversity.
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What's New in the LRC? New Books
A. Wi:;sTON
Senior Reference Librarian
AMMERMAN, ROBERT T. Assessment of Family Violence: A clinical and
legal sourcebook. Prov.ides coverage of
Jhe assessment, clinical, and legal issues
involved in dealing with family violence;
epidemiology offamily violence involving
both children and adults; types ·of family
violence; and other special issues in the
field.
BLANCHARD, DALLAS A.
Religious Violence and A.bortion:
The Guideon Project. Offers a
case study of the Christmas Day,
1984, bombing of three abortion
clinics in Florida, and the resulting trial.
BLANK, ROBERT. Fetal
Protection in the Workplace:
Women's rights, business interests, and the unborn. Grapples
with the contentious issue·of fetal
protection policy in the workplace,
contrasting the right of the mother
to control her life against the right
of the fetus to occupy a risk-free
enyironment.
BRIGHAM, JOHN. Property
and the Politics of Entitlement.
Makes a case for consiitutional
protection of entitlements as property, and argues that the legal definition of property is based on expectations founded on positive
law, which may or may not be
related to the Lockean notion that
labor creates property.
CHRISTOFFEL, TOM. Protecting the Public: Legal issues in
injury prevention. Describes the
strengths and weaknesses of injury prevention laws by examining how the courts have dealt with
legal challenges to those laws, including challenges based on the
laws' apparent interference with the free
exercise of individual rights.
DAVIS, MARTHA F. Brutal Need:
Lawyers and the welfare rights movement,
I960 - I973. Tells the behind-the-scenes
story of the strategies, successes, failures,
and frustrations of the legal campaign to
create a constitutional right to welfare in
the 1960s by the new breed of, "poverty
COMPILED BY FRANKLIN

Re~ieved

law.

HANCHER, LEIGH. EC State Aids.
Addresses Commission policy in detail, and
substantive Economic Community law is
presented in a sectoral format with standardized Decision summaries, extensive
cross references, and key-word indexing.
HARRINGTON, MONA. Women
Lawyers: Rewriting the rules. Examines
both the problems women meet when they
claim equal authority as rule ·makers, and

Socrates

the impact of new perspectives and issues
that women bring with ·them into the profession.
HART, VIVEN. Writing a National
Identity: Political, economic, and cultural
perspectives on the written constitution.
Reflects on the usefulness of a written constitution in America's own social and political history, and considers the success or
lawyers.'~
failure of this first written constitution as a
DENNISON, MARK S. Wetlands: model fQr contemporary efforts at stateGuide to science, law, and technology. building in multi-ethnic and multi-national
Recognizes that wetland science, law, and contexts.
JOHN, DEWITT. Civic Environmentechnology are interdependent disciplines;
and is a practical guide to the issues con- talism: Alternatives to regulation in states
cerning wetlands.
and communities. Describes a new way of
DOERR, EDD. Religious Liberty and organizing environmental politics and
State Constitutions. Brings together all of policy: a central idea of civic environmenthe religious-liberty and church-state pro- talism is that communities and states will
organize on their own to protect the envivisions of the 50 state constitutions.
GARROW, DAYID J. Liberty & Sexu- ronment, without being forced to do so by
ality: The right to privacy and the making the federal government.
JONES, CLYVE, ed. A Pillar of the
of Roe v. Wade. Offers a documented and
comprehensive account of the Supreme Constitution: The House of Lords in BritCourt's internal debates on abortion from ish politics, I 640 - 1784. Gathers essays
the files of Brennan, Douglas, and Marshall. which deal with the internal management
GEORGE, ROBERT P. Making Men of the House of Lords and its external inMoral: Civil liberties and public morality. fluence, some covering broad themes or
Defends the traditional position on morals periods while others examine episodes that
legislation against criticisms advanced by reveal sig'nificant perspectives.
KENNEDY, DUNCAN. Sexy Dressleading contemporary liberal theorists· by
arguing that such legislation can play a ing Etc.: Essays on the power and poJitics
legitimate role in maintaining a moral envi- of cultural identity. Argues that the Jaw
ronment conducive to virtue and inhospi- provides the background for all kinds of
group struggles, and that the law is never
table to at least some forms of vice.
· HAIMAN, FRANKLYN S. "Speech neutral.
LEAP, TERRY L. Tenure, DiscrimiActs" and the First Amendment. Leads the· ·
reader to carefully consider both the in- nation, and the Courts. Reports the results
tended and the unexpected consequences of more than 20 years of promotion and
of blurring the boundaries between speech tenure litigation, paying particular attenand action and between morality and the tion to equal employment opportunity leg-
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islation.
MC GUIRE, KEVIN T. The Supreme
Court Bar: Legal elites in the Washington
community. Uses survey, archival, and interview data to explore the history and social structure of Supreme Court specialists.
MC GUIRE, THOMAS R. Indian
Water in the New West._ Seeks to access the
rights of Indian reservations to water and
the settlement of Native American claims
through conflict and accommodation among
competing claimants.
MOORE, MARGARET.
Foundations of ·Liberalis,m.
Advances the debate between
communitarians and liberals
about the kind of moral foundation which a liberal society requires.
PERLIN, MICHAEL L.
The Jurisprudence of the Insanity Defense. Argues that our
efforts to understand the insanity defense and insanity-pleading defendants are doomed to
eternal intelle~tual, political,
and moral gridlock unless we
are willing to take a fresh look
at the underlying doctrine.
QUA YE, CHRISTOPHER · 0.
Liberation
Struggles in International
Law. Examines the responses
of the international community
to such events as the British
conflict with Argentina over
the Faulklands, and the Soviet
withdrawal or'troops from Afghanistan to determine how
the commitment to use liberty
as a cornerstone in efforts to
maintain world peace and security is observed in practice.
SCHABAS, WILLIAM
A. The Abolition of the Death
Penalty in International Law.
· Traces the emergence and progressive evolution of the "right to life" through an examination of the relevant conventions and
case law.
SHAPO, MARSHALL S. Products
Liability and the Search for Justice. Explains and criticizes legal theories of products liability by focusing on how courts
define fairness, and explores the relationships of the law to morality, economic
theory. and social science.
SHEPHERD, WILLIAM C. To Secure the Blessings of Liberty: American
constitutional law and the new religious
movements. Explores our commitment to
constitutional rights when they clash with
assertions of social policy and perceptions
of the public good.
SPRING, EILEEN. Law, Land &
Family: Aristocratic inheritance in England, 1300 to I800. Presents a more
socially realistic view of the history of real
property.
TUSHNET, MARK, ed. The Warren
Court in Historical and Political Perspective. Explores how each justice contributed to making the Warren Court so distinctive in the Supreme Court's history.
WHITE, N.D. The United Nations and
the Maintenance ofInternational Peace and
Security. Contains a legal and political
analysis of the powers, practice, and effectiveness of the U.N. in maintaining
international peace and security since its
inception over 40 years ago.
WOLFE, JOHN R. The Coming Health
Crisis: Who will pay for care ofthe aged in
the 21st century? Offers practical solutions
to the problems of when the "Baby
Boomers" approach 65 years old.

Coming Soon: The Motions Third Year Survey
- Look lor it in a mailbox near you!

SBA President's
Report -- SBA
Elections Near
BY BRAD FIELDS

A

t this point in the year, SBA elec
.l"\.tions are about five or six weeks
away. However, we still have a lot of
activities planned. Look for upcoming
information regarding our St. Patrick's
Day Party, Bar Review Information Session, Law Review Talent Show, Class
Registration Information Sessions (for
first-years), and Graduation Party.
Speaking of SBA Elections~ . .they
will take place in the middle of April.
Look for information in Sidebar and
posted on the SBA door. Elections will .
take place for the following positions:
SBA President, Day & _Evening Vice
Presidents, Secretary, Treasurer, Class
Representatives, ABA Representative,
and Honor Court.
If you have any questions regarding
our upcoming programs, elections, or anything else, stop by our office in the Writs
or call us at 260-4600 x4346.

WRITE FOR
MOTIONS!
You won't regret it!
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State Water Board Vice Chair ·Del Piero Addresses Water Law Se1ninar
On Issues Surrounding the Reclamation of Mono Lake
t
t
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Fate Of Wetlands, Wildlife,
Cultural Resources and
Air Quality Discussed

gered Species Acts. Additionally, Mono trust issue and Del Piero expects it to migrating water fowl return to the Mono
Lake may be designated as an Outstand- play a role in the decision by the Water Basin each spring to feed on brine shrimp
ing National Water Resource. Both des- Board.
and raise their young. Historically the
ignations will have the effect of shifting
The State Lands Commission also young were raised on protected islands
additional weight toward the public trust has an interest in the level of the lake. in the middle of the lake. As the level of
values.
Per the public trust doctrine, the state the lake receded, land bridges· formed
BY PETER MACLAGGAN
Air quality issues literally ·surfaced controls all lands beneath waters of the giving predators ready access to the rookne week after the completion of the
second longest water rights hearing in as the lake receded. Water diversions state. The surrounding propert~ is held ery. The resident fowl population has
been in steady decline since.
the history of California, the hearing officer •
Del Piero also mentioned a cultural
was on campus to brief Professor Jack
resour~es issue related to the "tufa" forMinan's Water Law Seminar on the emergmations emerging from the lake. Tufa
ing issues. Marc Del Piero, Vice Chair of
are intricate spires of porous rock standthe State Water Resources Control Board,
ing fifteen to twenty five feet in height
addressed various aspects of the Mono
above the present elevation of the lake.
Lake water rights hearing.
They are formed through the natural depoGovernor Pete Wilson appointed Del
.si tion of calcium salts in saline lakes.
Piero to the five member SWRCB in Janu- .
Del Piero is concerned that if the lake is
ary 1992. The Board is responsible for
allowed to refill too rapidly, the wave
administration of water rights and water
action may topple th~ formations. Acquality functions of tbe state.
cording co the testimony presented atthe
According to Del Piero, the public
hearing, hundreds of visitors travel to the
trust doctrine is one of the key issues
basin each year specifically to see the
facing the SWRCB as it attempts to baltufa formations.
ance the competing interests for Mono
Now that the water rights hearing is
Basin water resources. This was not alover, Del Piero and the other four mem~ ways the case. ln 1940, legitimate conbers of the State Water Resources Concerns were raised regarding the City of
trol Board are faced with the difficult
Los Angeles' proposed diversion of wacharge of defining what public trust means
ter from tribuJaries to Mono Lake and
Disappearing California Wetlands
in the Mono Basin. Resolution of the
the antitipated adverse effect the exportation of water would have on the aes- caused the lake to drop 35 feet below its by the federal Department of Forestry. public trust question will require careful
thetic and recreational value of the Mono historic elevation of 6410 feet above As the lake receded over the l;ist fifty consideration of stream flows, lake elBasin. Yet the State Water Rights Board mean sea level. According to Del Piero, years, the state has lost title to 9000 acres evation, air quality and cultural resources
approximately 9000 acres of shore line of property to the D.O.F. The State issues. The Water Board's charge is to
(predec~ssor to the SWRCB) had no alternative but to dismiss the protests be-. consisting of a fine silicate dust known Lands Commission would like the prop- balance the public trust considerations
cause the policy of the state at that time as PM-10 are exposed. Wind blows the erty back. The only way for the state to against the backdrop of a fifty year history of beneficial use of this resoµrce by
was that the use of water for dom'estic PM-10 dust across the valley. As a re- get the property back is to fill the lake.
Another issue raised at the hearing the ··City of Los Angeles. Recognizing
purposes is the highest use of water. suit, the Mono Basin rarely meets clean
Unique to California and other western air standards and PM 10 is suspected to was related to an interest in maintain- that the statewide water resources picstates are recent public trust decisions cause respiratory problems. The air qual- ing a suitable elevation of the lake for ture is one of diminishing resources in an
reflecting changes in the courts' attitudes ity problem in the Mono Basin was raised the protection of wildlife habitat. Del era of increasing demand, the Water
about using water resources. Modifica- at the water rights hearing as a public Piero indicated that many S(>ecies of Board is faced with a difficult decision.
tion of water rights in consideration of
instream uses for fish and wildlife and
other public trust needs is the most rec'e nt application of this doctrine.
In 1983, the California Supreme
Court, in National Audubon Society v.
Superior Court of Alpine County, held
BY JAMES KuPERSTEIN
ceive at least a maOn February 28 and March l, SBA jority approval of the
that the City of Los Angeles' right to
divert water .from streams tributary to Presi~ent Brad Fields sponsored two stu- faculty then the
Mono Lake must be balanced against pub- dent forums in which he distributed a changes · will · be
lie trust considerations--a holding which draft of his proposed revisions to the Stu- placed on the ballot
Del Piero stressed must be read literally. dent Honor Code and asked for further of the April SBA
In a subsequent case, the court required student input. The Honor Code0 sets out " election'Where a twothe Water-·Board to modify the permits the guidelines by which student academic thirds majority ofvot- '
and, ligenses .issued to Los Angeles to conduct is governed and possibly disci- ing students must apappropriate water from the strt!ams feed- ·plined. The Code also defines the proce- prove of the changes.
ingMonoLake to ensure sufficient water dure for the election and maintenance of
If the facultyJails
flows .f odisheries purposes.
the Honor Court, the Honor Court coun- to approve of the ·
· Consequently, the Water Board is in sel, and the student and faculty prelimi- changes' then the
the 'ptd~es~'i(jf ieconsidering the City of nary examiners.
Honor Code will not
The two latest forums follow in a be changed this year.
Los Ang~les:s. 'right to appropriate and
divert water~.from the Mono Basin. At series of steps that should, pending rati- Chapter . Ten of· the
issue is the. beneficial use of 26 billion · fication by the students and faculty, cul- Honor Code calls for
gallons pef 'y ear of runoff from the four minate in a 'new, revised honor Code. faculty .approval at .
tributary _streams: Lee Vining, Walker, After Fields initially, decided that the least two weeks be- .
Parker and Rush Creeks. As hearing of- Honor' Code was in need of major revi- fore the student vote,
ficer for the Mono Lake water rights hear- sions he held a student forum in January but the faculty vote
ing, ·Del Plero has .logged 46 days of in which he voiced his proposed changes. can not precede· the
public testimony. Now that the hearings At this time Fields also solicited the in- student vote by more
are complete, the Water Board has taken . formal input of Prof. Steve Hartwell as than a month. Fields wants the changes prohibited academic conduct, providi~g
the hearing record un<Jer submission. Del well as other students and faculty. Fields fo be on the April ballot. He fears that if that instructors should furnish the stuPiero expects the Board to issue a draft . next put together a draft of his changes a separate election is held student/voter dents with a copy of the instructor's
order by June of this year which will seek and held the latest student forums. Fields turnout will be too low. Therefore, it rules on or before the last day of classes
to balance the public trust needs with the now plans, as per the amendment proce- would be doubtful whether another fac- · or prior to beginning work .of a written
needs for other beneficial uses of water. dure in Chapter. Ten of the Code, to cir- ulty vote could·be taken in time. Fields assignment, providing for an .e lected
Issues to be considered by th~ Board ' culate a petition setting forth the nature is graduating this year, consequently, an- Honor Court defense counsel that a stu·
include stream flows, lake levels, air qual~ . of the proposed changes. Ten percent of other student would have to institute the dent could · choose to have represent
ity and cultural resources.
·
· the student body need to sign the petition changes, starting the entire amendment him/her at their hearing, giving the
Str:eam ffow issues include the need before the changes can be put to a faculty process from the beginning, if they are prosecutor discretion in deciding which
to establish minimum flows in four tribu- . and student vote. Fields will then give not ratified this year.
alleged misconduct to prosecute, and
tary streams to protect the fishery and the draft to the Faculty-Student Relations
The proposed draft is a combination providing the Honor Court with a list
establishment of a salinity standard for Committee to elicit some preliminary fac- of Fields' own changes to the original of prior sanctions to help it render a
· MQno Lak~:.· Mono Lake is a saline body ulty feedback and interaction, before Honor Code, student and faculty input decision.
of wafor -·'t he oldest in North America. holding a faculty forum on the proposed during an initial forum in January, and
Brad Fields will supply a_ com~
The lake supports only two species, the changes. After Fields incorporates any general inpyt from students and faculty pleted draft of the proposed changes to :'
brine· shrimp and brine fly. The brine . faculty-proposed changes, the changes outside oFany forum. Some of the major anyone interested in examining the re" :
· shrimp is a proposed candidate for list- will be put to a faculty vote at the March changes made by Fields include clarifyc visions. He may be reached at 260-4600 ~
ing under the state and federal Endan- 25 faculty meeting. If the changes re- ing and further defining "'.hat constitutes ext. 4348.
;
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Honor Code Revisions Closer To Becoming A Reality,
Draft Prepared, Second Forum Held
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Take The Worry 0 u t 0 f Study i n -g With

LEMING'
Fundamentals of Law
I

-

•STUDY

CHECI<LIST•

. / Two Day Legal Examination Writing Workshop
• Milpitas/San Jose - February 19/20, 1994 (Live Presentation)
• San Diego - February 26/27, 1994 (Live Presentation)
• Orange County - March 5/6, 1994 (Live Presentation)
• Los Angeles - March 12/13, 1994 (Live Presentation)
• Orange County - March 19/20, 1994 (Live Presentation - Attorney At Law, Mara Feiger)
• Riverside - March 26/27, 1994 (Video Presentation)
. / July 1994 Long Term Bar Review
• Begins March 5, 1994 ends July 17, 1994
. / Fall Final Reviews
• San Diego - April 1994
• Orange County - April/May 1994

FFol...
13 Years

. / June 1994 Four..-Day Baby Bar Review
• Orange County - May 14~ 17, 1994 (Live Presentation)
•Riverside - May 21~24, 1994 (Video Presentation)
• San Jose - May 21 ~24, 1994 (Video Presentation)
• Orange County - May 28~ 31, 1994 (Video Presentation)
·• Bakersfield,- May 23.:-31, 1994 (Video Presentation)

of

Exceffe11ce

. / July 1994 Short Term Bar Review
•Begins May25, 1994 ends July 19, 1994
. / Performance Workshop - July 1994 Bar Review
. • Orange County - Fullerton - July 2/3, 9110, 1994
. / Summer Final Reviews
•OrangeCounty-Fullerton-July9, 10, 15, 1994
. / Professional Responsibility Review
• Orange County- Fullerton - July 17, 1994
t

FLEMING'S

• )'

PROVIDES:
:~ ~ ·Jif:.v 1; • r ~t.~i.

• Carefully Developec:lLegal Outlines For All
Bar Subjects (updated 4 times per year)
• ln..-Depth Substantive Law L~_ctures
• Memory Retention Devices For Effective
Leaming (Approaches And Checklists)
• Extensive Essay Analysis And Writing
Training
• Live Lecture Format (All Courses Available

. . on Audio Cassette T_ape by Mail Order)
NF

•Personal Attentfon And Service
1.. '!i !<: '''' ' l'
_·• A~dio Cassette Personal Critiques' For AI(t{:,,J.:·:·, _:·;~-;,,.
Assigned Essay/Performance Exams
. ~·1 m; .. .-.,t,""";:_
•Fully Integrated Bar Review For One Price;:~·i i~"" '.; ·
•
,
.
·.· '
·t'"'4 ,, .~. · l~·
Long Term Bar Candidates Can Attend. ;l 'Ili ,K•t ;1'.i.
Short Term Lectures At No Extra Cost · h h 1n 1 :;:.;:. ·
•Consistency In Programming And TrC!-inin_g~1 ;,,,'.'.·.~ 1. ··..
•Telephone Consultation With Staff Lawyers~1 _,.~ ~ .....
..;:

•
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.
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I \..
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Wake Up! It's
Time To
Graduate!

ree at last, free at last, thank God
almighty, we're (almost) free at last!
Yes girls and boys, the day that many
ofus thought could not come to soon is
almost at hand. There is a light at the
end of the tunnel and surprisingly
enough it is not a train. But wait,
before you make that headlong rush to
the door of this venerable institution,
there are a few more hurdles to be
jumped. For those of you who are not
in the habit of paying attention to such
trivialities as deadlines, due dates or
checking your mailbox with any regularity, or even at all, I thought that it
may be wise to remind you of a few of
the requirements and festivities pertaining to your graduation.
If by the time that you are reading
this, you have not already submitted
your orders for your Cap and Gown or
Graduation Announcements, you'll just
h,ave td make due without them. They
were due on March 4th. Perhaps wrapping a blue bed sheet around yourself
will suffice, but you will look awfully
silly. More importantly, you ~ ust by
March 4 notify the records office that
after much soul searching you have
decided to part ways with your beloved
alma mater and graduate this May.
They also want to know if you want to
show up for commencement and when
you plan to take the bar.
March 25th is the last day to schedule an Exit Interview with the financial
aid office. Here you will be able to
find out exactly how much debt you
will be squirming under for the foreseeable future and how much blood you
will have to donate each month to pay
it aft off. If, by April l, you have not
registered for the California bar, you
will have to pay a late fee of increasing
punitiveness as time goes by. File
promptly or you will find yourself
priced out of an exam.
Tickets for the great Law SchoQI
Graduation Party go on sale April 4th
and will remain on sale until there are
no more. For a mere pittance, you get
hors d'oeuvres, a no host bar, sit down
dinner and dancing at the Sunset Ballroom at Princess Resorts. We hear
that if you ask nicely, SBA President
· Brad Fields will serenade you at your
table.
Commencement announcements
will be delivered to your home starting
on April 11th, ready for you to send to
potential donors to your favorite charity -- you! Share the happy news with
your well off friends and relatives and
get ready for a flood of Cross Pen and
Penc il sets. Submit your employme!}t
survey forms to Career services by
April 29th, if you are not too embarrassed to do so. Late forms may be
mailed. Those of you who remembered
to order them may pick up their caps
and gowns in UC 107. Try them on
and impress your friends.
GRADUATION PARTY!
May
17th! Sunset Ballroom. Princess Resorts. Whoo pie!
.

Please Turn to Page 11, Column 1
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WEEKEND WITH THE ...UDGE

One Weekend, 5 Law Students, 2 Judges and
Lots of Questions
If you don't
know the law,
know the judge

B.

BY BELINDA ETEZAD RACHMAN

elinda, your mom's on the phone.
B- Hi mom. We are driving up to
night.
·
· Mom- (Judge Barbara Jean Johnson)
Oh good. I just wanted to remind both of
you to ·bring up nice clothes because we are
going to dinner Friday night at Beckham
Place.
B- Oh cool, that's a good place to eat.
Mom- I'm taking you to your dentist appointment in the morning and then driving
you to court so be sure to wear professional
clothes.
B-No, I don't own any goon.clothes,
in fact that's what I want to interview
judges about tomorrow.
Mom- Well Robbie is here, but
Madge is on vacation. You can interview
Robbie and I. But you have to wear something appropriate. All the young lawyers
that come to court wear professional
clothes.
j udge R obert Roberson
B- I am not a young lawyer.
Mom- Well you need to wear busi-:. showed up. We got no work done that for in a resume, either when you were in
ness clothes, because you are going o be night, but had a lot of laughs.
practice or as a judge, what are important
a lawyer someday and you need to wear
Saturday we jammed on outlining things we should put in our resumes?
the right clothes.
property. Broke for'lunch and the grill- Robbie- It' s a little different in practice
B- No I don't. I don't even own goon ing of the judges began. My mother and than it is for where we are now.
clothes and I don't want to be around her pal Judge Robert Roberson, were Belinda;- Because most of our students
people like that and I'm never going to most obliging as we questioned them.
will be applying to firms and the firms
be something I'm bot or look like some- Randy - What do judge's clerks do?
niay be getting IOO's or lOOO' s of reone else. Ifl can't be myself! don't want Mom- Each judge's clerk will do some- sumes. is' there any way you can distinto go. I'm bringing my clothes and what .thing different depending on each judges guish your resume from others?'
ever I wear to the dentist is what I wear assignment. My assignment is in the ap- Robbie- It's been a long tim,e since I
to court.
pellate departinent of the superior court have hired anyone in the privat<1 iµ-ea.
M-Yesma'am.
so my clerk researches and drafts all opin- One of the people we hired when i was ~IJ..
So began my investigation into what ions. The research attorneys for judges practice is now the senior partner of,t~e·. , ..
role clothes and personal style plays in who do law and motion r~ru;Lfll,the mat- firm. You try to get people that you feel
judges impressions of the lawyers that ters in the files and make a proposed . can deal with the public. Some person
come into their courts. My mother has tentative ruling for the judges in those who has a decent personality that doesn't
always put form over function and I have ·departments. Now these are superior cou~ alienate anybod~. You want some~:me who. ,
always resolutely refused to be anything departments. The clerks for trial court. is bright but tb~t.doesn't necessarily mean
other than myself, so yQu can imagine the judges, which we have in LA, and we the top 10% of their class. You want
power struggles that has wrought.
have an umber of clerks who do that full someone who is intelligent and percepSensing that I might need reinforce- time, would'do both law and motion type tive who has a good grasp of the law.
ments to do fashion battle with the judi- matters and other matters that might come Belinda -Do you think putting thing~ ~n
cial establishment I arranged a little week- up in the course of a trial. ,
your resume that reflect wtlat you dQ with
end with 5 of my friends from school, Belinda - And Robbie, yours does the your spare time, maybe something quirky ,,
two judges and assorted boyfriends and same?
or unusual that would get someone' s atspouses. I thought it would be interesting Dave -Who writes your opinions?
tention is a good idea? ·
to see what other types of questions my Robbie-They draft opinions after discuss- Robbie- I'd like to see that if I was hiring
friends would have for the judges, and to i11g the matter with you, getting your view someone for the practice of law. But for
outline a few classes.
.
on it and seeing what you are looking for. legal research, that's what a law clerk
What started out as an all girl week- After they get it, draft it and get it to you, basically is for, to follow leads that you
end soon transformed into somethingelse - you take a look at it and mue your revi- give them, to polish up on points that yoq
as all but two of the original people I sions oi either approve or rewrite the ask them to look up for you, you don't
invited had other plans. My minion of whole thing entirely. That's basically it, expect the kind ,of well rounded person. ·
darkness, feeling left out once again or if you have a point of law that you you would want if you were hiring somewrangled an invi_lation to join the all girl want looked up, because . of your case . · one for a practice. I'd want someone who
group. No wonder .he was voted an hon- load you would instrucf th¢m ~ to. what .· has had some experience, someone who
orary lesbian at his last school. Once he you want them to present to you in the hasn't been sheltered all their life, th.a t
had defiled the girl group I broke down way of a memo. Just like you have done knows something about life. I think th!lt
and invited my 2 know it all buddies recently. That's what it's all about. But would help.
from study break. After the logistics of the clerk doesn't write the opinions. They Belinda - How about when you and Anwho would drive up with who were write the analysis they have given it based gela had your practice what were you
worked out; Randy Finch, Dave Stern on what you have discussed with them. looking for?
and I hit the road. The whole ride up was You write your own opinion, they're writ- Mom -I think different firms are looking
spent dissecting the personalities of C ing what you have instructed them.
for different things. The very largest fi[ms
section. 8 hours after we got up to Lake Belinda -Do all judges work in the same and old firms are going to hire only from
Arrowhead the rest of the gang got there. wey?
' Please Tum to Page 7, Colum!'- ( _·,,:~
Melissa Kirschner, Rob Moore, Sophia Robbie- Yes, basically.
.- ..
Ray, boyfriend Ollie and my better half Belinda - I wanted to ask what you look
,~
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In Re Marriage of Bubba:
''I must have been mad, I
never knew what I had, I
threw it all away."
-- Bob Dylan
"Good Biscuits!"

--RJ.S.

N

As the months pas~ed, we enjoyed
many sunlit strolls through the "yard."
As our bond grew stronger, my mind began to drift toward the idea of marriage.
During a weekend pass, which I had received for good behavior, I went home to
discuss marriage plans with my parents.
They were traditional and so I knew that
as the parents of the bride they would
want to pay for the ceremony and reception. Upon arriving at hoine, I gathered
my mom and dad around the kitchen table
and related to them the joyous story of
my new found love. To say the least, the
news shocked them.
My mom burst into tears and began
screaming,"My God, what have they done

BY S.P. JoNES
ow mind you, this story is a first
hand account of the not too distant
past .. . my not too distant past.
Some names had to be changed for legal
reasons, others for purely ethical reasons,
whiie still others for reasons that seemed
to make sense last night while I was drunk
and scribing this very personal story. I
believe· it goes without saying that the
good people at Motions do not necessarily endorse the views and opinions that
follow, hell, at times, not even the writer
doe~; but, be that as it may, I feel that the
story must be told. The facts that lead up
to this story are somewhat hazy; just let it
be known that it involved liquor, a "borrowed" car, and a last ditch race for the
border, but isn't that how all Great American Stories begin. Well, I'll cut to the
chase, after a thorough beating by the
border, my awareness of my manhood
was rendered a little askew and I fell into
the hands of my nemesis, the police. The
rest of the story goes a little like this:
1 It was spring and I was in love. And ·
who am I, you ask, "Why, Sally Field" I
reply girlishly. The young Sally, the pre"Norma Rae" Sally, the Flying-Nun Sally,
the Gidget Sally, the Sally all America
loves. The world was cookies and sunshine, sweet and warm. It had taken me
full up in its embrace and refused to let...
go. "Love," a· fanciful, giddy thought,'
riding on the wings of angels.· And it was
mine, to do with as I pleased. Who said
you couldn't frpd love in prison? I don't
know, but the)', ~ere wrong. You see my
latest run-in with injustice had resulted :
in a prolonged stay at the local poky.
Though at first I cursed my fate, damned
to spend six months behind four brick
walls, I later recanted and thanked the
merciful heavens for my incarceration,
without which I would never have found to my boy!" _
true love.
My fathr rpiped in,"Don't worry
My cellmate was young, handsome dear, we'll fix this, we'll get our boy out
and "in" for murder, an admittedly po- of there, we'll get him away from that
tent combination for any young, avail- sick cellmate of his."
able woman. Our courtship was short,
"But don't you understand," I said to
my incarceration was at 4 p.m. and by them,"I love him and I want to be his
sundown I was his. Later that night, hours wife."
after he had left my bunk, I called down
"Oh my God," my mother cried in
to him, "I love you, Inmate Number 25- disbelief.
63752, I love
"Now listen
you." Though my
boy," my father
announcement was
I have always been a sucker for two said, "I don't
met with only the
things: love and a good left hook, know what they
gentle sound of his
and this time around I fell for both. have done to you
soft snoring, I
The left hook connected with my in there, but you
knew in my heart
chin, and sent me right to the floor. ain't thinkin'
that he understood
Every subsequent kick to my head straight. How can
that I loved him,
pounded the sad truth deeper and you let him do
and that I was his
deeper into my mind, until I had no this to you?"
forever.
"But I love him
choice but to accept it, "The thrill was
At breakfast,
Daddy!
I love
gone, our love was over. "
he sat away from
him, and nothing
me, but that was
you can do is.
alright; I didn't
gonna change my
want to push, and besides he needed time mind!" I screamed in defiance.
to be with the guys. I got up from my
"Well maybe not," my dad replied,"but
table and brought him my biscuit.
I will put a stop to this, if it takes calling the
"Here you go, you big strong man, a President of the US of A. No way my boy
growing boy's gotta' eat," I said to him. is going to stay in prison and take this kind
"Yeah, whatever, now get the hell of abuse! I don't care what you say."
away from me before l beatthe crap out
After that, I ran out of their house
of ya'," he said as he snatched the bread crying, swearing up and down that I would
from my soft hands. Of course he wasn't never talk to them again. I ran back• to
serious, just being playful with me, map- prison, back into the arms of the man I
ping out the boundaries of our new found loved. I waited for the guards to come and
love.
separate me from my one true love, but, as

it tums_out, the many phone calls that my you crazy bastard?"
father made to the warden went unanswered.
"You see, you see there·;·that's just it,
As time wore on, my cellmate and my we don't communicate."
relationship progressed, but the romance
"Listen, you stupid sunavabitch, I'm
had grown a bit stale. Now I have watched gonna' tell you this just once, shut the Hell
plenty of talk shows during my live, and a8 Up!"
···
a result I my mind is filled with a virtual
"Or what, you brute, y<>n"re-' gonna'
library of knowledge on how to relight the · rough me up? Must it always·be violence
candle of love. And so one day, when my with you, can't you let love in?' Can'tyou
cellmate returned to our cell, I met him at for once let me inside your heart?"·
the door naked. Much to my dismay, my
"All right, that's it, I warned you."
plan backfired, my nudity seemed to bother
I have always been a sucker ·for two
him.
things: love and a good left hook; and this
He pushed me aside and said,"Stay . time around I fell for both. The left hook
away from me you freak."
connected with my chin, and sent me right
"But don't you care about our rela- to the floor. Every subsequent kick to my
tionship, don't you care about us?" I asked. head pounded the sad truth· deeper and
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"What relationship, we don't have a
tfelationship you idiot."
"And do you want to know why? Its
because we never talk anymore."
"What?"
"Its always sex, sex, sex, with you.
You don't love me; youjust want my body!
Couldn't we just hold each other once in
awhile."
"What the Hell are you talf?ng about,

~~ ~-
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deeper into my mind, until I had no·c_hoice
but to accept it,"The thrill was gone, our
love was over." Eventually, the guard~, arrived with some medics. 'fbe last thing{~
remember, before I passed out'naked in thf
back of the police transport tO the hospitaI:
was looking at the medic who had just
given me mouth to mouth resuscitation and
desperately saying,"You like,~me, you really like me."
; :
·~"
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Sports Shorts: News .You ain't R~fuse

s

BY ERIC SIEGLER
of going out on the field and' looking pakating - Now that the Olympics are over, thetic. Currently he can't hit'iicurve ball
maybe Tonya and Nancy will stay out and according to Andy Van Slyke," has a
of the news. Tonya is being indicted after loop in his swing." Other baseball news,
crying over broken shoelaces and Nancy is the Padres will be cellar dwellers again be_:
complaining that her Disneyland appear- cause they have no pitching other than
ance was corny. Nancy has been showing Benes. More in next issue's baseball preher true colors which brings to mind the view.
idea that maybe she was in on the attack.
Basketball- The Knicks got Derek
Remember that both her and Tonya have Harper and now can't win games. Not his
received mucho dinero for their story rights fault but they still need an outside shooter
and neither will be hard pressed for cash.
to take the heat off of Ewing and Starks.
Hockey- Latest from the NHL. Next The Mavericks are on a streak 6 out of their
Olympics, the NHL will probably suspend last 14. Pretty soon theyll move out of the
play for 9 days of the olympics in order to cellar-not. Maybe the Lakers can try for the
allow the stars to play for their country. most lottery chances.
Maybe we will finally see an American allESPYS- The best thing about the Espn,
star team that can compete against the awards was Nicole Eggert walking out in·
Swedes, Fins etc...
her gown. The rest of the awards show was
Baseball- Michael Jordan deserves contrived. The hosts were nervous, the
credit for trying to make it in baseball but I music poor and the-awards were uninteresthope that he is realistic and if after spring ing. It was like a tune up for .the other
training,~~ · sn; t.~ad ., e.wiJl qu.i~ inste~ iii .a argssl\o,~s: ~ . t; ;.
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MOTIONS FRIDAY. MARCH 4. 1994
Robbie - I know that law and motion and
writs and receivers has always had them.
Weekend With a Judge
Obviously
they have to have them in fast
(Coniinued From Page 5)
track there' s so much work. I don '. t know
the very top of the class and that's it. about San Diego and some of the other ·
They may hire people who have less per- counties.
sonality skills because those people are go- Belinda - Do you guys have any practical
ing to be in theJ actory and they are going to advice about 1st years getting a summer
be researching a long, long, long , long time job?
before they ever ,see a court room or a Robbie - Know someone.
client. If it's a small firm like my firm we Rob Moore -That's funny because I was
would want someone with intellectual abil- going to ask you if you had to know
ity, but we .also-_ wanted somebody with someone in order t~ get summer voluncommunity e,0n,iacts. Because the life teer positions.
blood of alawijrm, particularly today in Robbie- I would think so because an essmall firms; :'YoouJd be people who have tablished law office might have a problem taking a first year student and putcom~unity- ~qnt~cts and personality attributes -that _(;P.1!19 be developed to bring ting them on something that is really
in clients s.o ypµ·are interested in people meaningful because they don't have
who could .:dq ;·;J good job and bring in enough experience to really be able to
handle
it.
a
clients to tbe, _finn .
straight research
The very la ljg~,st
job, maybe. But i
firms arec oot conTh.e very larg_est firms and old firms think they may
cerned.1 Basica lly
are- ·going to hire only from the consider them getthey don 't think that
very top of the class and that's it. ting in the way. I
any of the new
They may hire people who have
people are going -to less personality skills.becau$8 those don't know how
many letters I get
bring in business to
people are going to be in the facfrom
people all
the firm , but that
tory and they are going to be reover the country
they are going to be
-searching a long, long, long , long
asking to come in
the work horses .
time before they ever see a court
and work in our
And then there is a
room or a client.
dept. We each
lot of employment
have a law clerk,
in the·public sector,
and those ar~ g6adjobs. Everything from all 4 of the judges in our court. I really
the I.R.S. to the, Security Exchange Com- couldn't find any use for an additional
person. I'd have to put them under my
missi~n to the Dept. of Agriculture and
law
clerk in order to do something meanthe City Attorneys Office. There is a treingful, but I really can't think of any use
m~ndous amount of employment that also
leads :to a g(?od jqb later if you see it as for them. The law offices depending on
, just ;~: stepping stone into· employment. the type of practice, a first year student is
Ther,e' are a lot of court clerk jobs now really not much help. That's my own opinthat tlte courts in California are going to ion.
the fast track. And I think that ours is not Stay tuned for the next instalment, when
the only system that has clerks for the Randy, of the long, long, blond hair asks
trial court judges right? I think that San - Judge Roberson what he thinks about his
Diego'probably does, and San Francisco tresses. I ask him about the goon clothes
and more inside dope. .
and t~-0ther··1-arg'e'C.ities.
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This Bar Review column is widely recognized as a cutting edge source for
learning about the latest developments in political correctness. In keeping:•:' ·
with this tradition, this issue's article seeks to commemorate Women's History :
Month with a stand-up-and"8alute review of none other than Star & Garter.
·
With its fresh coat of purple paint and flashing lights, Star & Garter is hard to ·
miss. The bar is located .on an otherwise raunchy strip' of University Avenue. The''·
eastern North Park neighborhood, with its family~run shops and suburban atmo~ "'
sphere, used to be a charming part of town. Today's version, with its myriad auto ·
shops and check-cashing outlets, exhibits many sad signs of urban decay. Yet despite ·
the surrounding deterioration, Star & Garter manages to preserve some of the ··
vanishing neighborhood charm by its ability to serve as a central meeting place for · -~
the old locals.
··
·
Star & Garter is truly an anachronism. Most of today's strip bars are·part of' · '.
national or regional chains that target the military and featu~e a wide variety of · :
gimmicks solely designed to empty the pockets of their customers. Positioned in ,; ·
high-profile locations for maximum traffic exposure, they're more along the lines of · :
Vegas casinos or Hard Rock Cafes than simple watering holes.;'
.: ··Unlike its glitzy brethren, Star & Garter manages to preserve the unadorned · '
appeal of a friendly neighborhood strip bar. You don't see frenzied and frothing•··
packs of construction workers held at bay by armed bouncers. There's a-distinct
absence ofstrobe lights and neon. Instead, patrons play pool and enjoy their drinks
in the relaxed atmosphere that the big-time strip bars seem to discourage. There's "'
even a pool tournament on Wednesday nights.
Sure, the place is not everyone's ideal nightspot. The Women's Law Caucus· ><i <-.--probably won't enter a team:in ·this year's annual Star & Garter bowling tournament. '~ .. ,
You also won't see·too many couples on their secondor third .date. Actually, you're
more likely to see. a lotof guys who've never had a date. But don't be deterred by the"·' ··
fact that it doesn't· have a
·· ·
full ·liquor license, or the
fact that there's a good
chance that more than a
handful of the patrons participate fo prison furlough
·'"
programs. The beer is cold
and not as overpriced as
one m1gm expect. Also,
the one-time cover charge
of five dollars buys you
membership for two full
years. What more can you
really want?

t'~-~

lwasanticipating
Emil and Stinky Discuss Libert.y
two ove whelm_ing responses to the fact that a
strip bar is featured in Bar Review (assuming we have a readership large enough to
constitute "overwhelming" responses.) This article would summon the cheers of ·
gun-shy males, reeling fromthe sterilizing effects of political correctness. Raucous ·
applause would welcome the ·return of the -strip bar to the forefront of viable" ' v" ·
ent~rtainment _altern~tives. ~r this article would draw the venom and ·anger of an .·,;)'"·
. enhght~ned commumty rallymg under the high-flying flag of feminism: ·
''''''
Emil and I would be seen as heroes, fearlessly insisting that the American male '
can ~ea pr~ponent ~f both women's rights and table dancing. Or we wouid be seen ·
as m1sogy01sts, cas~mg a dark shadow of ignorance and chauvinism on the shooting
star of gender equity. We would be outcasts; candidates for academic sanction
public ridicule and castration.
.
'·
. Sadly, the. Star an~ Garter should elicit no response. This strip bar warrants
neither the de~1ghted pnmal screams of bonding males nor the activist's vanquished
cry of frustrat10n . .The Star and Garter is nothing more than a sad commentary on the
sta~e of "lowest rung" American society. This bar is a vacuum, a void, a hole in
which to crawl and die.
. Hmmm, lets see--was it the overpowering odor of stale cigarette smoke? Or the
mmors and windows glistening with sweat? · Maybe it was the absurdity of the
showe~ dance "spectacular," which had about as much erotic appeal as the Brady
. Bunch s b~s~ball-thro~ dunk booth. Whatever, the Star and Garter strip club has got ·'
to be the d1rt1est, seediest, and mostcontemptible dump I have ever seen this side of
Avenida Revolucion.
·
.• do~'t know who is less interested; the dancer/waitresses who prowl the floor
takmg dnnk orders and soliciting table dances in a zombie-like daze or the patrons
who seem to have been the subjects of war time lobotomy experiments. All in all the
Stai: and Garter. is nothing more than a congregation of runaways, felons, and losers.
At issue here is not the objectification of women, but the pathetic state of the
· downtrodden, women and men. Make no mistake, this review is not to be interpreted as a moral condemnat~on of strip bars or the uncomplicated form of entertain- ·
ment they ~rovide . To be su~e, many strip bars in the San Diego area can provide . ·
hours of action packed entertamment.that will leave ewen the harshest critic satisfied. ··.
But the Star and Garter leaves one left with only a forlorn sense of pity for the-~,
inhabitants of this cave.
·

c) l///f4

Serve You
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Pannikin
Specialty Coffees
and Teas

Monday - Friday 3:00-11 :00 p.m.
'"'.:?aturday & Sunday 5:00-11 :00 p.m.
Located in the Southwest Corner
of Maher Hall, across from the
Immaculata.

Gourmet Beverages
in a Welcoming
Environment!
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ave you noti~ed that af.ter w.inter and grandson of Supreme Court Justice,
break, suddenly all our .Classes Louis- Brandeis:, Stern, ever on the look
got harder? There was more read- out for "good value" and a day of golf
ing and way more pressure. Did k.nowing was not going to be out bid. After
there wasn't a chance in hell for you to betteringall the other offers, he told me
ever make la.w review take the wind out Brandeis was his dads idol, and his dad
of your sails? Is that what's bugging you would gladly fly down from Seattle for
buddy? Well let me assure you that if you this special day of golf.
want to relax and have a few laughs there
Our teachers were not the only ones
are good times to be had around here.
to donate prizes. Not to be outdone by
The Women's Law Caucus started the U.S.D. staff, SBA President, Brad
·organizing their yearly auction a while Fields offered a night of bowling for 3 at
ago. I did my bit by hitting up teachers the lane of choice. The bidding was quite
for donations. I had heard my beloved spirited for this elegant evening but Mocontracts teacher always donated a ride tions Features Editor Geoff Morrison was
in his Porche (sic.), Hester, lunch and a the lucky winner.
My partner in crime, the ever hystour ofBate's Nut'Farm. (he calls it Nate's
Butt Fann) While getting him to sign on terical Donald Mays, had his eye on the
the dotted line and commit to this year's Frank Engfelt Porche (sic.) ride too. He
auction, I inquired as to the price range had the opening conditional bid. He wrote "'his magical mystery tour had brought in on the prize list poster that he would pay
over the years. He said it had gone any- $25 if he could sit on Frank's lap and
where from the mid $20's up to $100. steer. As much as I would have liked to
Having him all to myself for a few hours have Frank for the day I let Donald get it.
sounded like fun.
Everyone had a good time as Judy
After looking over the list of valu- . Carbone made a running commentary on
able gifts and prizes that we had collec- the items up for bid. Had you been there
tively collected I resolved to spend a ~ittle you would have had fun too. ·
cash. The hQur of the auction came and
If you want to really let loose may I
with it a lovely collection of cookies, suggest the law school talent show comsandwiches and beverages. I may be eas- ing up April 15th. Stem worked up a
ily amused, but give me cookies and I'm very amusing act a few .weeks ago that
happy. The auction opened with a big consists of leading questions ending with
ticket item, the ever popular day of golf the listener agreeing to anything he sug~
with Professor Alexander. My man Stem, gests. He mixes the black heart of an evil
was going to have it no matter the price. salesman with an ambulance chasing
, , He was the highest bidder, th~ ..~rowd shiester as only a hambone actor can. If
cheered him and the auction continued. you wantto really disti,.lguish yourselves·
My moment in the sun came as I vvas the ·from the self conscious around you there
highest bidder for the 2nd item, lunch for is nothing as liberating as making a fool
4· at Janet Madden's house. Everyone, of yourself in front .of a big audience.
bidder or not had a lot of laughs. There Let's face it, if you are shy you are never
.· was good natured kidding as people bid- . going to make it as a trial lawyer. Instead
ding against each other tried to get the of trying to purge yourself of fears 'by
. other side to quit first. I even volunteered . paying lots of money ·to a shrink', why
'19·a,:;J aS en(orcei·s,hould anyone try to . don't you jump ~nto the deep end of the
.. ;9ut.·bi4 my. frfond:.il\l~SOQ: (;Qhen i1_1 _her ;~o~.~nd g~t·it Q.Ut, a la G. Gordon Liddy.
1efforts to win a d~~.,.Q.fr.~t'dimbing .\\llth :~ Jr' Ile cari ~fa ,rit aiui lash himself to a .
Pr~f.' Michael Smit&-. .'/ . . . , . .
tree in the middle of tlrl)'1der storm.in
When the 2nd golf item went µp for order to burst through his fears, then you
. bid, once, again D,a;V(! entei;ed the fray. .can do an act in drag or make fun ofa
This time it was a day of golf for 3 and teacher in front of your peers. Trust me,
lunch with one of our most revered Profs it's fun.

a

DENTAL HEALlH BENEFnS

or
'
er1ous
unique, modern, self-contained community - desi
students, like you. We've included everything .
on school. Vantaggio amenities include:
~ Fully furnished studio, 1-bedroom,
with kitchenettes

. ....__._

~ Computer facility with P.C.'

linked up with your sc

~ Espresso Bar with

outdoor seating
~

··~

ct'.'- Ill

' .. ' . care .items

. ' .'

' ~ Optional maid and Ii
. ~ ·Monitored building aR1Miii- '
<~ Reserved und~rgroun_d parking .

for

UNM.R.SnY OF SAN DIEGO
SruDENTS .
Dr George Georgaklis practices in General Dentistry, amt special.,..
iz.es in Orthodontics, TMJ Dysfunction and Oral Surg~ry. ,

·Dr. Georgealdis has treated USD students and alumni for over 12 years.

552- 1223

FREE initial consultation

and a 10% discount to
: current USD students.

/

9339 Genessee Ave.
Suite 240
San Diego, CA 92121

.:

..

· Model Suites Open for viewing, March 15, 1994
· ·Call 1 ".'~3939 for more infonnation
d Gaslamp
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Out of State Drivers:

Fines galore .
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"The Return of the Menendi" and Other
Horrors Too Appalling To Contemplate
Bad Behavior By Self

BY LEE MCEUEN

a law student I repeatedly hear
Proclaimed "Victims" is
om students and faculty that cops
e stupid, poor writers and poorer
Condoned by Jurors and
witnesses. I understand lawyers' frustration
the Public
with cops. I am a third year evening student
and a cop. I see the problems from both
BY KEVIN KEMPER
sides. Most of you already know the
t me see if I understand all of this:
lawyer's side of the story, so let me ext's OK to engage in a lethal shootplain the cop's side.
ut with Federal agents, killing four
The lawyer wants the cop .to be a
good witness . .If there is no overtime the of them, because they were on your propshifts are ten hours long. Overtime is the erty to take all your automatic weapons and
norm because an arrest takes two or more grenade launchers away, and besides, a
hours to process and write. The "grave- guitar-playing religious fanatic told you
yard" shift is from nine at night to seven it was God's will. So held a jury in Texas,
in the morning. Court starts at eight in acquitting the remainthe morning or one in the afternoon. By ing members of the
the time I get to court in the afternoon, I Branch Davidian cult
have a huge headache from lack of sleep. in Waco of murder.
It's OK to cut off
I am hungry, or if I have eaten it was ata
sleeping
grease pit (the only thing open at 4 am) you.r
and my stomach is upset. There is so husband's penis if he
n{uch gear in the patrol car that.my neck abused you, had bad
hurts from hunching over to see out of manners, and generthe windows. My back is sore from car- ally -acted like a lout
rying 20 pounds of gear on my waist for at every opportunity.
the past 10 hours. I have sores, bruises So held a jury in Virand cuts from jumping over fences, grnia, which let
Marching' c'~nyonsiit the dark and arrest- Lorena Bobbitt ''o ff
ing resistive suspects. The injuries don't because they understood how she'd be
h~al as fast as they did when I was
an
moved
to
younger.
I don't look physically well to the "irresistable impulse"
judge. I'm tired, I'm sleepy, I'm slower to mutilate.
It's OK to spend
than usual, my attention span is shorter,
and I'm easily irritated. I have all the two weeks sitting on
classic symptoms of sleep deprivation and relevant information
jet lag. I know I look bad, it is embar- in the Nancy Kerrigan
-r~ssing to me and adds to the stress I feel kneein court. )'et I know that if I don't pull thwacking incident
myself together the crook will go free. I because, after all, your
put much time and effort into the arrest':· "ex-l}~~ba]!~,~sed to abuse you and, ther~- 1
hnd want to do the best i can. It's similar fore, yoU' intist have been afraid. So sug~o a law student studying all day and then gested Tonya Harding's attorney.
~iving an oral argument at four in the
It's OK t~ beat an innocent truck
,ilioming on a case he briefed three months driver to within an inch of his life with a
~ago.
brick and a fire extinguisher because, af:~
The lawyer"wants a well written re- ter all, you heard some bad news, and
'.port. The ~~P.;-~ants to_ write ~ good besides, all your friends were as upset as
_report. I reaUy 'don't enjoy havmg the you were. So held a jury in giving the
1J~fense embarrass me with my own re- "L.A. 4" the equivalent of a slap on the
cport. Why doesn't the defendant have to wrist for attempted mur_~er. ·
;~rite a report so the prosecution can emAnd finally, it's OK to walk into your
:J»irrass him? The reports must be com- parents' den with shotguns and blast them
gp,teted before I can go home at the end of into blood-splattered unrecognizability if
~y shift, so _the prosecutor has time to they abused you terribly and frightene~
~ile charges. Remember how well writ- you. So said enough members of Lyle ~
~~n your homework assignments were Eric Menendez' (hereinafter referred fo
'. hen they had.>tb be '. finished 'before yow collectively as ''.tire Mene!Jdi") juries to
tc<mld go home? . If ,the arrest is made result in'tiopeless dead.lock and mistri~ls
~hear the end of the 'shift, fatigue is
for both.
'
'
nusu~I for me to spend
Every time you pick up a paper, you
tflicto\ ii
['fO to : .:: '· .. ,, . vesl,igating and writing read that the public is ·getting sick an.d
a sex ~ass~l_t:(: 'me and arrest. I usually tired of crime. We're scared and pissed
write.iit'"?ty patrol car. I have to twist off, and we want revenge·. "Three Strikes,
sideways to get the clipboard to fit be- You're Out!" and all of that. But place
tween the steering wheel and the mobile 12 ordinary people in a jury box, present
data terminal. That really screws up your them with a real, live defendant, give the
back. The lighting inside the patrol car defendant a good lawyer, and those ordiis poor, straining my eyes and giving me nary Americans will forgive just about
headaches.
anything.
Behold the "I'm a victim, too" deMy fear of being shot while writing a
report is real and has a tendency to cause fense. It's showing up everywhere, just
me to lose my train of thought. A col- waiting to smooth the way to instant freedom and respectabilit y for anyone who
Please Turn to Page I I, Column 2
commits monstrous crimes, misdemeanors or whatever.

U

a

The trouble with domestic abuse stories is that there is no subject . w~ich lends
itself more to abuse and the foulest ex.ploitation. Our horror at the very thought
of it is so huge that the merest suspicion
of it can be used to justify acts which
would otherwise be considered unforgivable. (Like, for instance, turning your own
parents into blood sausage--or cutting
your husband's penis off.)
Obviously, domestic abuse disgusts
and appalls most of us. It's supposed to.
And just as obviously, John Wayne
Bobbitt was the sort of beer-drenched
jerk all of us prefer that our daughters,
sisters, nieces and co-workers not hang

outwith, much less marry. Still ...
Even if Jose Menendez' household
wasn't the Dickensian horror that.his histrionic sons told the world about on the
·witness stand, the evidence is·ample that
he was the ~sort of paternal Simon Legree
who accepted nothing bpt the most ridieulously macho kind of excellence from
his sons. So what? Even if you concede
everything the Menendi accused their par-

If you were abused or can at least
cry about it in court, yqu can pretty
well get away with anything in
·America. "Beyond a reasonable
·doubt" has been replaced with
"beyond ~my shred .o f an _ex~us_e."
ents of, how does that change what they
did?
The only reason the Bobbitt case is
considered humorous--or is notorious at
all--is because alert paramedics, search
dogs, and medical science saved him from
dying or spending his life attached at the
hip to some sort of plastic penile prosthesis. A remarkable medical triumph
paved the way for what became a legal
travesty.
You don't have to be a conservative
white male to be disgusted at the moral
and legal world that Oprah-vision has
given us--a world where there are no
criminals anymore, just an infinite vari-

ety of victims. If you were abused or can
at least cry about it in court, you can
pretty well get . away with anything in
America. "Beyond a reasonable doubt"
has been replaced with "beyond any shred
of an excuse."
We have arrived at the logical extension of the culture of victimhood, a cul"
ture brought to us by the talk shows and
advice columns that reflect and direct
mass opinion. Saturate ordinary Americans with the notion that everyone is a
victim, and a lot of people will start to
believe it. The corollary of universal
victimhood is universal innocence. No
one is guilty, no matter how heinous the
crime.
Ju s tice requires
objectivity. It -o·- -is premised on
the notion that
everyone is
equal before
the law, that a
defendant's
sob story or
their victim's
obnoxious personalitv won't
dete~mine the
outcome of a
case., It dem(!nps ,that juries decide not
with
their
hearts. but .with
their Qlinds. ·
A society of laws
cannot con- ""'
tinue against a
people who can see only victims or
against jurors who believe · nei~her in
criminals' responsibility nor their own.
Not too long ago, runaway juries driven
· by .rage used to throw, .the book at innecents wrongfully arrestedi ,Today, their
successors feel not rage but, pity, not hatred but empathy. They can look at proef
of guilt and still find innocence--innocence in the victimhood of the victiw,. izer.
Many of the ordinary people w~o
make up juries desire neither justice rl~r
revenge, They' desire absolution, the ob~tt
eration of all responsibili~y and, thet~
fore, of all guilt. Before Jong', one shm.ild
expect that the cdurts will be obsole~ .
We can just bring the d'e fendanito Op~h
or some other doyenne of dysfuncti6~.
let him or her cry on stage for a spe~,
then let the audience decide. They can <fo
it electronically, like on 'Love Connet:tion.' There will be no need for lawyets
because no evidence will be requireCt,
and you, the home viewer, can play along.
Now that, ladies and gentlemen, will
be great television.

The author wishes to apologize for citing
without attibution the insights on political correctness contained in Christopher
Hitchens' February 1993 article in Vanity
Fair.
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Where's Waldo? .
Graduation Speaker Update

·1

"

Beware Out of ·state Drivers!

E

to find out the amount your ticket costs. check and certificate, that was another
BY APRIL SPITZllR
you drive a car with out-of-state This can be done all by phone, by stat- $28.95.
icense plates, 'this is a must read! A ing your citation number and court apSo I again had to waste another ·
In our last issue, we filled twice
ew weeks ago I was unfortunate pearing on your ticket. You need to afternoon getting my car smog checked
this space with our ideas for 1994 (and enough to be pulled over by two cops for wait approximately one week however and then trekked back to the Triple A,
beyond) Commencement Speakers. supposedly "failing to stop" at a stop- so that your paperwork is in the com- smog certified and with a hefty check.
Although we are pleased that our list, light which resulted in a exorbitantly puter system. This is quite a handy After completing the paperwork, I was
with only a few alterations, became the expensive ticket as my car was regis- dandy service, definitely a time-saver. handed my new plates, yet not before
After receiving the costly news, I getting the spiel about the many varietworking list for the Faculty-Student tered in Arizona, not California.
I was exiting the east side of the was told that I had a mandatory court . ies of personal nameplates you can orRelations Committee (the first of many
filters through which aCommencement Ralph' s shopping center arou nd 10:30 appearance to clear this ticket up. Ma- der at an add itional cos t of.. .I stopped
p.m. when I was pulled over about ten jor pain if I say so myself. I was cited the representative at that point and said
.;.-.. Speaker must jump), we have not heard feet from the light. The officer pro- for~ misdemeanor. .. this was not fu nny
I just paid you $610.00 for these plates
a thing since.
ceeded to my. car and after stating that business. I was told however, that if I which I bel ieved to be enough.
The Facu lty-Studen t Relations I fai led to stop, took my lice nse, regis- registered the car in Cali forn ia, it would
I was then handed a screwdriver
Committee updated our list in the fol- tration, and went back to his car. After be dismissed. This in itself was a costl y and told to remove my plates , repl ace
lowing ways.
the shock had warn off, I reali zed that ordeal.
them with these a nd I would be on my
I dec ided to avoid the DM Y and way. No surprise that I was unable to
First, several names were dropped. I had definitel y stopped at the light the
remove my AriBoth the Chairman and ranking Repub- officer said I ran .
zona plates. If you
·!ican of the U.S. Senate Judiciary Com- Whe n the officer
have those memomittee (Joe Biden and Orrin Hatch, re- returned howe ve r,
I q uestioned my
ra ble alu mn i lispectively) were cut. So was Frankie
alleged violation.
cense plate fram es
Sue Del Papa, who is cwrently Nevada's The officer then
on your car, an orAttorney General, former Attorney Gen- said that it wasn ' t
dinary
screweral Edwin Meese III, and ill-starred the actual light
driv.er will not
Supreme Court hopeful Judge Robert that I fa i le d to
work. So, with an
H. Bork. Lastly, Whitewater Special stop at, it was the
Arizona rear plate
a nd a Californ ia
Prosecutor Robert Fiske and former fact that I rolled
through
the
crossplate on the front
Peace Corps. Director Elaine Chao were
walk,
failing
to
of
the car, I had to
dropped.
stop at the very
proceed
to the
The Committee added some names.
first limit line,
nearest Auto part
'-·-> -· = Former President Jimmy Carter, former
and that was why
store to get some
Presidential candidate Barry Goldwater I was pulled over.
help. To save you
and Texas Governor Ann Richards fill
Well I was
any future trouble,
out our list of prominent politicians . . amazed. No one
you need an lien
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals Judges was in the cross
w rench to get
those spirited liDorothy Nelson, Betty Fletcher and walk. That didn 't
Wasn't
cense fram es off
Chief Ju dgeC lifford W a llace was matter.
stopping
a
t
t
he
your car.
added. U.S. Attorney General Janet
light
enough?
No,
.
After finally
Reno was put on; as was alurnn·a and
each driver is regetting the plates
Congresswoman Lynn Schenk. Addquired to stop at
off, fortunately
ing to our list of Catholic Cardinals the ve ry fi rst limit
the auto store lent
John J. O'Connor and Roger Mahoney, line . This seemed
me this screwthe Committee sent up the white smoke un belie vable to
dri ver, I attached
for John Paul IL Exiled California Su- me, but as we are
my rear plate to
preme Court Chief Justice Rose Eliza- learning here, the
the cheers of some
law is the law.
customers. One .
beth Bird was also added.
Warning!
welcomed me to
We feel this gives the Law School
This
was
a
$102
thi.s
great state
Which
of
these
would
you
ticket?
Administration a good start toward findsaying,
"So you're
ticket!
ing·someone. We've included both lawThe next day while driving, I register through Triple A : Good deci- not a 'Zonie anymore?" I replied,
yers and non-lawyers, Democrats and
wat.c hed exactly how many times other sion--no lines and nice, .quick service. "Nope" as he watched me drive away,
Republicans, men and women. We tried dri:ve.rs ran through the first limit line. There were about five various forms to th~tim_e with license plates from tqe
to select speakers who, whether law- Every single time!; of course I am the fill out, qtiestionl Jlkin_g .me what my sanie state. Back to _tile '.friple A to
yers .or not, had something special to one who gets caught. Figures. I ·seem mileage was when I entered Califor- drop off my plates.
. ,.
·
tell an audience of new lawyers. There-. to be like.a magnet to certain . bl~ck & nia, what was t~e date, exact date, I
But, it was not oveLye~" I still ha.d
.. "
became a resid.e nt of California, etc. I my court experience. L was~ed . three..
fore,. although he is not a lawyer, Elie · white-Vehicles.
. Lesson 1: Stop at the very first ·had no idea what my mileage was nor hours in lines and simply ,:waWng for
Wiesel can .speak pursuasively about
how govemments--even in legally so- white line you see, it could cost .you did I know the day I .w ent Jo the OMV the court session to begin before· setand traded in my Arizona license for a tling my citation. Advice.: you don't
phisticated societies--can wreak tragic one day.·
But on to the issue at hand: 'out~<)f~ California license. These are. not things need to be there an hour early, half an
havoc.
state registered vehicles. Believe, me· I retain. Regardless, if you are recently hour will be ample time; and,j f it looks
We hope the Administration . will · the hassie is not worth it: Either · ·
like a rainy day., bring·an umbrella ·
take the list and run with it. And soon, ·get your car registered here in Cali-..
as the line starts outside. '.
for.nia, or keep your out-of-state Ii- I was .informed that due to my six month ~y citation for failing to have my ·
cense; otherwise, the process you delay in registering my car (they give car registered was dismissed due
will have to deal with goes some- you 20 days leeway) I had accumulated to the proof of reWork for Motions
thing lilce this...
·
approximately $200 in fines in addition registration for the low cost of $10 !
Once stopped by the officer,. to my one-time smog fee of $300. I owe I then was informed that I was to
Motions is seeking interested apyou may try and attempt an explain_ this glorious state· $610'.00.
Ohmlgodl pay another $102 for the failure to
plicants for next year's newspaper staff.
to the officer exactly why your car Don't forget about that smog check and stop and could t_a ke traffic school. ·
~tudents interested in positions should
How kind! Hopefully, it won't be
is not registered: things like, I am a .. certificate, that was another $28.95.
call 260-4609 extension 4343. Appli- transfer .student for this semester ·· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - that bad since I chose The Comedy
cation forms are avaifable.
·only, really; or, it's my fathers caf.; ·
Store Traffic School. Hey, I defiThe following positions are avail- I ju~t drive it while I am sa~ing 1'toney entered the State of Sunshine, I would nitely could use a laugh, not .to men- .
tion they give you four free tickets with
to buy my own car (trust me, the latter suggest writi~g down the facts. ·
able:
After filling the forms out, . I was the purchase of any class!
excuse will not work), however, l can .
Editor
. So my grand total was an excessaY,,firsf•hand, ,it will not work: So, informed that due to my six month deManaging Editor
my
car
(they
give
lay
in
registering
sive,
unbelievable $778.95! Take my
s'tay
,
calm
because
the
worst
just
beDirector of Publications
you 20 days leeway) I had accumu- advice: it is not worth the hassle, nor
:
gins
after
the
ticket
is
handed
over.
Features (Centerfold) Editor .
Although you can wait until a no- lated approximately $200 in fines in the additional cost of not registering
Advertising Director
tice supposedly arrives in the maiHo addition to my one-time smog fee of your car here (either that or hope you
All of the above positions are paid explain your bail, etc., a good bet would $300. I owe this glorious state $610.00. never get pulled over near the end of
through tuition !'eimbursements.
be to call up the . friendly people. at Ohmigod! Of course_ I did not have the month) to be an out-of-stater! ·so,_I
Also, writers and photographers ar~ Triple A. If a member, they can advise that kind of money on hand. Word to turned in my Arizona pl~te~, &tfached
always.needed.
· you legally by calling their legal hotline the wise, unless., you have a Triple A ' the brand-spankin' new Califof nia
Training is available during our fi- (they even accept collect call~!), or sim- credit card, note, they only take cash plates, and drove off a broke ~alifo~
ply call the local 1'ri~te A at 483-.4960 or checks. Don't forget about that smog nian.
nal issue of this year.
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Letters to the Editor

It will just cause me to investigate and
write another crime report.
.
The lawyer wants smart cops. Being
a police officer involves knowledge of
the law, psychology, sociology, English,
political science, foreign languages, family counseling, crisis intervention, negotiations, Problem Oriented Policing, self

11

ance policy?)
On my squad of eight officers, two
(Continued From Page 9)
have masters degrees, most have college
degrees. To be a police officer the qualileague of mine was shot at while he wrote
fications are much stricter. than to be a
his report. The bullet hit his headrest
lawyer. A police candidate cannot have
instead of his head. For safety I look
used any controlled -substance (drug).
around every few minutes to avoid an
Editor:
There are random drug tests at least once
assault. The pens issued by the departAlthough · I congratulate you for ment are from the lowest bidder to
every year after you are hired. A canpublishing a comprehensive pro-li fe save tax dollars. They are narrow~
didate must pass psychological and
article ("Life's Apologia, " February 8), causing my hand to cramp up. The ink
physical testing. There are criminal
I fou nd your editor's disclaimer an out- runs and blobs. Th" rain cauf~S traf- When was the last time you wrote a six and psychological background checks
rageous example of political correct- fic tickets and reports to look like I page report by hand in ink inside your which_are confirmed by a polygraph
ness. Labelint mainstream opinion a~ washed them. Everything must be writ- car at night in Southeast San Diego? examination. There. is a stressful six
out of bounds is one of the more nox- t~;J in ink, and to be time efficient Try it and you'll get the ic:Uta. .. On month academy in which many candiious arrows in the quiver of political tltere can be no rough drafts. There second thought, don't. It will just cause dates wash out. If you get less than
correctness. No other piece in any of are no extra officers to cover my beat me to investigate and write another 70% on a test you get one makeup try,
your recent issues was similarly dis- while I am writing. If a high priority crime report.
then you are dismissed. The job pool
claimed. I doubt you would have made crime occurs while I'm writing; I have
left after the testing is very narrow.
an effort to separate yourself from a _ to stop, solve the crime, and make the
Most people won't even apply bepro-abortion article, but you nonethe- arrest. Now I have two reports to write. defense, firearms and patrol tactics. Be- cause of the poor pay, the job environless must have felt it beyond the pale This gets really fun when I work in a high ing a patrol officer encompasses all of ment, the injuries, the shifts, the fear, the
to be mistaken for a pro- life r. Your crime area. There are no computer gen- these fields every day, unlike college politics and the criminals. Those police
note labeled as unacceptable an opin- erated forms, no spell checkers, no the- where you only have one major. Not officers who make it through all the chalion shared . by up to 40 percent of sauruses, and no secretaries. When was many people are experts in eYerything. lenges to be in your courtroom or office
Americ ans. Authors Farhat and the last time you wrote a six page report It's like being a general law practitioner have truly accomplished something. As
Shonafelt did not take a position so by hand in·ink inside your car at night in who doesn't have tome to research any- the saying goes they are "America's Finoutrageous as to warrant a disclaimer, Southeast San Diego? Try it and you'll thing before he has to ·give an answer. -est." Remer•• ber that they are doing their
as though they advocated racism. They get the idea. On second thought, don't. (How much was that malpractice insur- best under the circumstances.
should be congratulated, you should be
ashamed.

Stupid Cop

Oh No! We're
Politically Correct!

ROBERT DAVIES
G RADUATE SCHOOL OF BUIS INESS

Good Job Jim
Dear Motions,
'. I enjoyed Jim Ballard's write-up of·
the Law School IM playoffs in your
Tuesday, 8 Feb. '94 issue. Good Job,
Jim. Keep it up!
Lou KERIG
FORMER F ACULTY ADVIS OR OF. L AW
SCHOOL

IM

PROGRAM

Coming Soon:
The Motions
Third Year Survey

O

ver s.p ring break, Staff Editor Tom
Turner will be placing surveys in
every third year student's mailbox so•"·'
Iiciting their opinions on a variety of
weighty topics concerning the law
school. Included among them will be
such gems as : Student Most Likely to
Be Shot by Their Future Client, Professor Most Likely to Swear in Class
and Student Most Likely to Tell You
How Little They Study. Please fill out
·the survey promptly and concientiously
and return it as soon as possible to
Tom Turner's mailbox.

Make the most'of your summer
and your career
With West'sJree training.
SVMMER

N

o matter where you end up
judged by your efficiency

yoµ the techniques of quality, costan~

cost-effectiveness. That's why law

effective research. that law fi.rms
demand. You'll learn t;o combine

firms nationwide participate in

print resources and WESTLAW®-

West's Summer Ass ociate Program.

inCluding WIN® plain-English

And urge their summer associates

searching-for great results .

to attend.

All at n b cost to you or your

"A s a result of this program, I
kno w our summer associates make
fewer mistakes and contribu te m ore
to the firm . "

Graduation

firm. Sign up for W est's Summ(fr
Associate Program now.

Fran Durako
Dickstein, Sha piro & Mori n
W ashington, D.C .

(Continued From Page 5)

On May 20th, Law School Graduation Mass held in the Founder's Chapel
at 2:30pm. Thank God fo r your good
fortune, he deserves it and will appreciate 'it. Followi ng that, at 4: 00pm,
will be the Graduation Awards Ceremony where you can watch outstanding stude~ts receive nice pieces of paper
commemorating their outstandingness.
Finally, the good bit. At 10:30' in
the morning of May 21 , 1994, the Commencement Ceremony will be held in the
USD Campus Stadium. See deliriously
happy soon to be ex-students transform
themselves into JD's suddenly worrying
about the bar. The University recommends that those graduating arrive no
later than 9:30 a.m. for line up and orientation. Reception follows in the University Center. Good luck to all.

Two quick sessions will teach

practicing law, you'll be

Signupnow!

Grab this o p portunity whe the r o r not
you'v e taken a su mmer p osition. Call toll-free for details:
. 1-800-WESTLAW (1-'8 00-937-8529).

More ivays to win
© 1994 W est Publish in g
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BAR I BRI BY THE BAY?
·ABSOLUTELY!
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1994 BRINGS EXCITING CHANGES
FOR BAR / BRI STUDENTS

***** NEW CLASS LOCATION ***** ·
***** NEW OFFICE LOCATION *****
.
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z

SEA WORLD DR.

l

j

1

IN THE MARINA VILLAGE ·CONFERENCE CENTER

J

I
1

1875 QUIVERA WAY, SUITE C8, SAN DIEGO, CA 92109
__ _-

....

'

(619) 523-5213

;--

... PLUS *** INDIVIDUAL VIDEO VIEWING TERMINALS
TO VIEW OUR ACCLAIMED EARLYBIRD LECTURES
...

11J.

!!.-.

J ·ean. .

1s

d.

BAR REVIEW

MPRE Lectures at our new location 9am ·1 pm
(LIVE) Sunday February ·27
(V.IDEO) Saturday· March 5 ,
_.,.,.. ,__.." + ·:•
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